
CHAPTER 1

The Long Game

From Fast Death to Slow Death

There comes a point where we need to stop

just pulling people out of the river. We need

to go upstream and find out why they’re

falling in.

—B����� D������ T���

I’ll never forget the first patient whom I ever saw die. It

was early in my second year of medical school, and I was

spending a Saturday evening volunteering at the hospital, which

is something the school encouraged us to do. But we were only

supposed to observe, because by that point we knew just enough

to be dangerous.

At some point, a woman in her midthirties came into the ER

complaining of shortness of breath. She was from East Palo

Alto, a pocket of poverty in that very wealthy town. While the

nurses snapped a set of EKG leads on her and fitted an oxygen

mask over her nose and mouth, I sat by her side, trying to

distract her with small talk. What’s your name? Do you have

kids? How long have you been feeling this way?

All of a sudden, her face tightened with fear and she began

gasping for breath. Then her eyes rolled back and she lost

consciousness.



Within seconds, nurses and doctors flooded into the ER bay

and began running a “code” on her, snaking a breathing tube

down her airway and injecting her full of potent drugs in a last-

ditch effort at resuscitation. Meanwhile, one of the residents

began doing chest compressions on her prone body. Every

couple of minutes, everyone would step back as the attending

physician slapped defibrillation paddles on her chest, and her

body would twitch with the immense jolt of electricity.

Everything was precisely choreographed; they knew the drill.

I shrank into a corner, trying to stay out of the way, but the

resident doing CPR caught my eye and said, “Hey, man, can you

come over here and relieve me? Just pump with the same force

and rhythm as I am now, okay?”

So I began doing compressions for the first time in my life on

someone who was not a mannequin. But nothing worked. She

died, right there on the table, as I was still pounding on her

chest. Just a few minutes earlier, I’d been asking about her

family. A nurse pulled the sheet up over her face and everyone

scattered as quickly as they had arrived.

This was not a rare occurrence for anyone else in the room,

but I was freaked out, horrified. What the hell just happened?

I would see many other patients die, but that woman’s death

haunted me for years. I now suspect that she probably died

because of a massive pulmonary embolism, but I kept

wondering, what was really wrong with her? What was going on

before she made her way to the ER? And would things have

turned out differently if she had had better access to medical

care? Could her sad fate have been changed?

Later, as a surgical resident at Johns Hopkins, I would learn

that death comes at two speeds: fast and slow. In inner-city

Baltimore, fast death ruled the streets, meted out by guns,

knives, and speeding automobiles. As perverse as it sounds, the

violence of the city was a “feature” of the training program.



While I chose Hopkins because of its excellence in liver and

pancreatic cancer surgery, the fact that it averaged more than

ten penetrating trauma cases per day, mostly gunshot or

stabbing wounds, meant that my colleagues and I would have

ample opportunity to develop our surgical skills repairing bodies

that were too often young, poor, Black, and male.

If trauma dominated the nighttime, our days belonged to

patients with vascular disease, GI disease, and especially cancer.

The difference was that these patients’ “wounds” were caused by

slow-growing, long-undetected tumors, and not all of them

survived either—not even the wealthy ones, the ones who were

on top of the world. Cancer doesn’t care how rich you are. Or

who your surgeon is, really. If it wants to find a way to kill you,

it will. Ultimately, these slow deaths ended up bothering me

even more.

But this is not a book about death. Quite the opposite, in

fact.

—

More than twenty-five years after that woman walked into the

ER, I’m still practicing medicine, but in a very different way

from how I had imagined. I no longer perform cancer surgeries,

or any other kind of surgery. If you come to see me with a rash

or a broken arm, I probably won’t be of very much help.

So, what do I do?

Good question. If you were to ask me that at a party, I would

do my best to duck out of the conversation. Or I would lie and

say I’m a race car driver, which is what I really want to be when

I grow up. (Plan B: shepherd.)

My focus as a physician is on longevity. The problem is that I

kind of hate the word longevity. It has been hopelessly tainted

by a centuries-long parade of quacks and charlatans who have

claimed to possess the secret elixir to a longer life. I don’t want



to be associated with those people, and I’m not arrogant enough

to think that I myself have some sort of easy answer to this

problem, which has puzzled humankind for millennia. If

longevity were simple, then there might not be a need for this

book.

I’ll start with what longevity isn’t. Longevity does not mean

living forever. Or even to age 120, or 150, which some self-

proclaimed experts are now routinely promising to their

followers. Barring some major breakthrough that, somehow,

someway, reverses two billion years of evolutionary history and

frees us from time’s arrow, everyone and everything that is alive

today will inevitably die. It’s a one-way street.

Nor does longevity mean merely notching more and more

birthdays as we slowly wither away. This is what happened to a

hapless mythical Greek named Tithonus, who asked the gods for

eternal life. To his joy, the gods granted his wish. But because

he forgot to ask for eternal youth as well, his body continued to

decay. Oops.

Most of my patients instinctively get this. When they first

come to see me, they generally insist that they don’t want to live

longer, if doing so means lingering on in a state of ever-

declining health. Many of them have watched their parents or

grandparents endure such a fate, still alive but crippled by

physical frailty or dementia. They have no desire to reenact their

elders’ suffering. Here’s where I stop them. Just because your

parents endured a painful old age, or died younger than they

should have, I say, does not mean that you must do the same.

The past need not dictate the future. Your longevity is more

malleable than you think.

In 1900, life expectancy hovered somewhere south of age

fifty, and most people were likely to die from “fast” causes:

accidents, injuries, and infectious diseases of various kinds.

Since then, slow death has supplanted fast death. The majority

of people reading this book can expect to die somewhere in



their seventies or eighties, give or take, and almost all from

“slow” causes. Assuming that you’re not someone who engages

in ultrarisky behaviors like BASE jumping, motorcycle racing,

or texting and driving, the odds are overwhelming that you will

die as a result of one of the chronic diseases of aging that I call

the Four Horsemen: heart disease, cancer, neurodegenerative

disease, or type 2 diabetes and related metabolic dysfunction.

To achieve longevity—to live longer and live better for longer—

we must understand and confront these causes of slow death.

Longevity has two components. The first is how long you

live, your chronological lifespan, but the second and equally

important part is how well you live—the quality of your years.

This is called healthspan, and it is what Tithonus forgot to ask

for. Healthspan is typically defined as the period of life when we

are free from disability or disease, but I find this too simplistic.

I’m as free from “disability and disease” as when I was a twenty-

five-year-old medical student, but my twenty-something self

could run circles around fifty-year-old me, both physically and

mentally. That’s just a fact. Thus the second part of our plan for

longevity is to maintain and improve our physical and mental

function.

The key question is, Where am I headed from here? What’s

my future trajectory? Already, in midlife, the warning signs

abound. I’ve been to funerals for friends from high school,

reflecting the steep rise in mortality risk that begins in middle

age. At the same time, many of us in our thirties, forties, and

fifties are watching our parents disappear down the road to

physical disability, dementia, or long-term disease. This is

always sad to see, and it reinforces one of my core principles,

which is that the only way to create a better future for yourself

—to set yourself on a better trajectory—is to start thinking

about it and taking action now.

—



One of the main obstacles in anyone’s quest for longevity is the

fact that the skills that my colleagues and I acquired during our

medical training have proved to be far more effective against

fast death than slow death. We learned to fix broken bones, wipe

out infections with powerful antibiotics, support and even

replace damaged organs, and decompress serious spine or brain

injuries. We had an amazing ability to save lives and restore full

function to broken bodies, even reviving patients who were

nearly dead. But we were markedly less successful at helping

our patients with chronic conditions, such as cancer,

cardiovascular disease, or neurological disease, evade slow

death. We could relieve their symptoms, and often delay the end

slightly, but it didn’t seem as if we could reset the clock the way

we could with acute problems. We had become better at

catching the eggs, but we had little ability to stop them from

falling off the building in the first place.

The problem was that we approached both sets of patients—

trauma victims and chronic disease sufferers—with the same

basic script. Our job was to stop the patient from dying, no

matter what. I remember one case in particular, a fourteen-year-

old boy who was brought into our ER one night, barely alive. He

had been a passenger in a Honda that was T-boned by a driver

who ran a red light at murderous speed. His vital signs were

weak and his pupils were fixed and dilated, suggesting severe

head trauma. He was close to death. As trauma chief, I

immediately ran a code to try to revive him, but just as with the

woman in the Stanford ER, nothing worked. My colleagues

wanted me to call it, yet I stubbornly refused to declare him

dead. Instead, I kept coding him, pouring bag after bag of blood

and epinephrine into his lifeless body, because I couldn’t accept

the fact that an innocent young boy’s life could end like this.

Afterwards, I sobbed in the stairwell, wishing I could have saved

him. But by the time he got to me, his fate was sealed.

This ethos is ingrained in anyone who goes into medicine:

nobody dies on my watch. We approached our cancer patients in



the same way. But very often it was clear that we were coming

in too late, when the disease had already progressed to the point

where death was almost inevitable. Nevertheless, just as with

the boy in the car crash, we did everything possible to prolong

their lives, deploying toxic and often painful treatments right up

until the very end, buying a few more weeks or months of life at

best.

The problem is not that we aren’t trying. Modern medicine

has thrown an unbelievable amount of effort and resources at

each of these diseases. But our progress has been less than

stellar, with the possible exception of cardiovascular disease,

where we have cut mortality rates by two-thirds in the

industrialized world in about sixty years (although there’s more

yet to do, as we will see). Death rates from cancer, on the other

hand, have hardly budged in the more than fifty years since the

War on Cancer was declared, despite hundreds of billions of

dollars’ worth of public and private spending on research. Type

2 diabetes remains a raging public health crisis, showing no sign

of abating, and Alzheimer’s disease and related

neurodegenerative diseases stalk our growing elderly population,

with virtually no effective treatments on the horizon.

But in every case, we are intervening at the wrong point in

time, well after the disease has taken hold, and often when it’s

already too late—when the eggs are already dropping. It gutted

me every time I had to tell someone suffering from cancer that

she had six months to live, knowing that the disease had likely

taken up residence in her body several years before it was ever

detectable. We had wasted a lot of time. While the prevalence

of each of the Horsemen diseases increases sharply with age,

they typically begin much earlier than we recognize, and they

generally take a very long time to kill you. Even when someone

dies “suddenly” of a heart attack, the disease had likely been

progressing in their coronary arteries for two decades. Slow

death moves even more slowly than we realize.



The logical conclusion is that we need to step in sooner to try

to stop the Horsemen in their tracks—or better yet, prevent

them altogether. None of our treatments for late-stage lung

cancer has reduced mortality by nearly as much as the

worldwide reduction in smoking that has occurred over the last

two decades, thanks in part to widespread smoking bans. This

simple preventive measure (not smoking) has saved more lives

than any late-stage intervention that medicine has devised. Yet

mainstream medicine still insists on waiting until the point of

diagnosis before we intervene.

Type 2 diabetes offers a perfect example of this. The

standard-of-care treatment guidelines of the American Diabetes

Association specify that a patient can be diagnosed with

diabetes mellitus when they return a hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c)

test result[*1] of 6.5 percent or higher, corresponding to an

average blood glucose level of 140 mg/dL (normal is more like

100 mg/dL, or an HbA1c of 5.1 percent). These patients are

given extensive treatment, including drugs that help the body

produce more insulin, drugs that reduce the amount of glucose

the body produces, and eventually the hormone insulin itself, to

ram glucose into their highly insulin-resistant tissues.

But if their HbA1c test comes back at 6.4 percent, implying

an average blood glucose of 137 mg/dL—just three points

lower—they technically don’t have type 2 diabetes at all.

Instead, they have a condition called prediabetes, where the

standard-of-care guidelines recommend mild amounts of

exercise, vaguely defined dietary changes, possible use of a

glucose control medication called metformin, and “annual

monitoring”—basically, to wait and see if the patient actually

develops diabetes before treating it as an urgent problem.

I would argue that this is almost the exact wrong way to

approach type 2 diabetes. As we will see in chapter 6, type 2

diabetes belongs to a spectrum of metabolic dysfunction that

begins long before someone crosses that magical diagnostic



threshold on a blood test. Type 2 diabetes is merely the last stop

on the line. The time to intervene is well before the patient gets

anywhere near that zone; even prediabetes is very late in the

game. It is absurd and harmful to treat this disease like a cold or

a broken bone, where you either have it or you don’t; it’s not

binary. Yet too often, the point of clinical diagnosis is where our

interventions begin. Why is this okay?

I believe that our goal should be to act as early as possible, to

try to prevent people from developing type 2 diabetes and all the

other Horsemen. We should be proactive instead of reactive in

our approach. Changing that mindset must be our first step in

attacking slow death. We want to delay or prevent these

conditions so that we can live longer without disease, rather than

lingering with disease. That means that the best time to

intervene is before the eggs start falling—as I discovered in my

own life.

—

On September 8, 2009, a day I will never forget, I was standing

on a beach on Catalina Island when my wife, Jill, turned to me

and said, “Peter, I think you should work on being a little less

not thin.”

I was so shocked that I nearly dropped my cheeseburger.

“Less not thin?” My sweet wife said that?

I was pretty sure that I’d earned the burger, as well as the

Coke in my other hand, having just swum to this island from

Los Angeles, across twenty-one miles of open ocean—a journey

that had taken me fourteen hours, with a current in my face for

much of the way. A minute earlier, I’d been thrilled to have

finished this bucket-list long-distance swim.[*2] Now I was Not-

Thin Peter.

Nevertheless, I instantly knew that Jill was right. Without

even realizing it, I had ballooned up to 210 pounds, a solid 50

more than my fighting weight as a teenage boxer. Like a lot of



middle-aged guys, I still thought of myself as an “athlete,” even

as I squeezed my sausage-like body into size 36 pants.

Photographs from around that time remind me that my stomach

looked just like Jill’s when she was six months pregnant. I had

become the proud owner of a full-fledged dad bod, and I had

not even hit forty.

Blood tests revealed worse problems than the ones I could

see in the mirror. Despite the fact that I exercised fanatically

and ate what I believed to be a healthy diet (notwithstanding the

odd post-swim cheeseburger), I had somehow become insulin

resistant, one of the first steps down the road to type 2 diabetes

and many other bad things. My testosterone levels were below

the 5th percentile for a man my age. It’s not an exaggeration to

say that my life was in danger—not imminently, but certainly

over the long term. I knew exactly where this road could lead. I

had amputated the feet of people who, twenty years earlier, had

been a lot like me. Closer to home, my own family tree was full

of men who had died in their forties from cardiovascular

disease.

That moment on the beach marked the beginning of my

interest in—that word again—longevity. I was thirty-six years

old, and I was on the precipice. I had just become a father with

the birth of our first child, Olivia. From the moment I first held

her, wrapped in her white swaddling blanket, I fell in love—and

knew my life had changed forever. But I would also soon learn

that my various risk factors and my genetics likely pointed

toward an early death from cardiovascular disease. What I didn’t

yet realize was that my situation was entirely fixable.

As I delved into the scientific literature, I quickly became as

obsessed with understanding nutrition and metabolism as I had

once been with learning cancer surgery. Because I am an

insatiably curious person by nature, I reached out to the leading

experts in these fields and persuaded them to mentor me on my

quest for knowledge. I wanted to understand how I’d gotten



myself into that state and what it meant for my future. And I

needed to figure out how to get myself back on track.

My next task was to try to understand the true nature and

causes of atherosclerosis, or heart disease, which stalks the men

in my dad’s family. Two of his brothers had died from heart

attacks before age fifty, and a third had succumbed in his sixties.

From there it was a short leap over to cancer, which has always

fascinated me, and then to neurodegenerative diseases like

Alzheimer’s disease. Finally, I began to study the fast-moving

field of gerontology—the effort to understand what drives the

aging process itself and how it might be slowed.

Perhaps my biggest takeaway was that modern medicine does

not really have a handle on when and how to treat the chronic

diseases of aging that will likely kill most of us. This is in part

because each of the Horsemen is intricately complex, more of a

disease process than an acute illness like a common cold. The

surprise is that this is actually good news for us, in a way. Each

one of the Horsemen is cumulative, the product of multiple risk

factors adding up and compounding over time. Many of these

same individual risk factors, it turns out, are relatively easy to

reduce or even eliminate. Even better, they share certain

features or drivers in common that make them vulnerable to

some of the same tactics and behavioral changes we will discuss

in this book.

Medicine’s biggest failing is in attempting to treat all these

conditions at the wrong end of the timescale—after they are

entrenched—rather than before they take root. As a result, we

ignore important warning signs and miss opportunities to

intervene at a point where we still have a chance to beat back

these diseases, improve health, and potentially extend lifespan.

Just to pick a few examples:

Despite throwing billions of dollars in research funding at

the Horsemen, mainstream medicine has gotten crucial



things dead wrong about their root causes. We will examine

some promising new theories about the origin and causes of

each, and possible strategies for prevention.

The typical cholesterol panel that you receive and discuss at

your annual physical, along with many of the underlying

assumptions behind it (e.g., “good” and “bad” cholesterol),

is misleading and oversimplified to the point of uselessness.

It doesn’t tell us nearly enough about your actual risk of

dying from heart disease—and we don’t do nearly enough

to stop this killer.

Millions of people are suffering from a little-known and

underdiagnosed liver condition that is a potential precursor

to type 2 diabetes. Yet people at the early stages of this

metabolic derangement will often return blood test results

in the “normal” range. Unfortunately, in today’s unhealthy

society, “normal” or “average” is not the same as “optimal.”

The metabolic derangement that leads to type 2 diabetes

also helps foster and promote heart disease, cancer, and

Alzheimer’s disease. Addressing our metabolic health can

lower the risk of each of the Horsemen.

Almost all “diets” are similar: they may help some people

but prove useless for most. Instead of arguing about diets,

we will focus on nutritional biochemistry—how the

combinations of nutrients that you eat affect your own

metabolism and physiology, and how to use data and

technology to come up with the best eating pattern for you.

One macronutrient, in particular, demands more of our

attention than most people realize: not carbs, not fat, but

protein becomes critically important as we age.

Exercise is by far the most potent longevity “drug.” No

other intervention does nearly as much to prolong our

lifespan and preserve our cognitive and physical function.



But most people don’t do nearly enough—and exercising

the wrong way can do as much harm as good.

Finally, as I learned the hard way, striving for physical

health and longevity is meaningless if we ignore our

emotional health. Emotional suffering can decimate our

health on all fronts, and it must be addressed.

—

Why does the world need another book about longevity? I’ve

asked myself that question often over the last few years. Most

writers in this space fall into certain categories. There are the

true believers, who insist that if you follow their specific diet

(the more restrictive the better), or practice meditation a certain

way, or eat a particular type of superfood, or maintain your

“energy” properly, then you will be able to avoid death and live

forever. What they often lack in scientific rigor they make up for

with passion.

On the other end of the spectrum are those who are

convinced that science will soon figure out how to unplug the

aging process itself, by tweaking some obscure cellular pathway,

or lengthening our telomeres, or “reprogramming” our cells so

that we no longer need to age at all. This seems highly unlikely

in our lifetime, although it is certainly true that science is

making huge leaps in our understanding of aging and of the

Horsemen diseases. We are learning so much, but the tricky

part is knowing how to apply this new knowledge to real people

outside the lab—or at a minimum, how to hedge our bets in

case this highfalutin science somehow fails to put longevity into

a pill.

This is how I see my role: I am not a laboratory scientist or

clinical researcher but more of a translator, helping you

understand and apply these insights. This requires a thorough

understanding of the science but also a bit of art, just as if we

were translating a poem by Shakespeare into another language.



We have to get the meaning of the words exactly right (the

science), while also capturing the tone, the nuance, the feeling,

and the rhythm (the art). Similarly, my approach to longevity is

firmly rooted in science, but there is also a good deal of art in

figuring out how and when to apply our knowledge to you, the

patient, with your specific genes, your history and habits, and

your goals.

I believe that we already know more than enough to bend the

curve. That is why this book is called Outlive. I mean it in both

senses of the word: live longer and live better. Unlike Tithonus,

you can outlive your life expectancy and enjoy better health,

getting more out of your life.

My goal is to create an actionable operating manual for the

practice of longevity. A guide that will help you Outlive. I hope

to convince you that with enough time and effort, you can

potentially extend your lifespan by a decade and your healthspan

possibly by two, meaning you might hope to function like

someone twenty years younger than you.

But my intent here is not to tell you exactly what to do; it’s to

help you learn how to think about doing these things. For me,

that has been the journey, an obsessive process of study and

iteration that began that day on the rocky shore of Catalina

Island.

More broadly, longevity demands a paradigm-shifting

approach to medicine, one that directs our efforts toward

preventing chronic diseases and improving our healthspan—and

doing it now, rather than waiting until disease has taken hold or

until our cognitive and physical function has already declined.

It’s not “preventive” medicine; it’s proactive medicine, and I

believe it has the potential not only to change the lives of

individuals but also to relieve vast amounts of suffering in our

society as a whole. This change is not coming from the medical

establishment, either; it will happen only if and when patients

and physicians demand it.



Only by altering our approach to medicine itself can we get

to the rooftop and stop the eggs from falling. None of us should

be satisfied racing around at the bottom to try to catch them.

S��� N����

*1 HbA1c measures the amount of glycosylated hemoglobin in the blood, which

allows us to estimate the patient’s average level of blood glucose over the past ninety

days or so.

*2 This was actually my second time making this crossing. I’d swum from Catalina to

LA a few years earlier, but the reverse direction took four hours longer, because of

the current.
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